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Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: One of the greatest human mysteries is the human mind. How does it work, and what makes one’s personality? Your college Psychology 101 class covers the basics. Would you be able to pass? Take our exam!Once you answer all the questions, you will get your results from this quiz. Submit your answersShow More
One of the greatest human mysteries is the human mind. How does it work, and what makes one’s personality? Your college Psychology 101 class covers the basics. Would you be able to pass? Take our exam!Once you answer all the questions, you will get your results from this quiz. Submit your answers by selecting an option below each question. All
answer options will load for you once you reach them. For best results, answer the questions in a row. Once you know your results, don’t forget to check the rest of the fun quizzes we’ve prepared for you. Good luck! Show Less 1 Psychology is the study of: Ready? Scroll down to answer Mind and behavior Mental health and emotional wellbeing
Cranial biology and brain function These liquids have different densities. Stephen Oliver / Getty Images This is a collection of 10 chemistry test questions with answers dealing with the density of matter. You'll find the answers to each question at the bottom of the page. 500 grams of sugar occupies a volume of 0.315 liters. What is the density of the
sugar in grams per milliliter? The density of a substance is 1.63 grams per milliliter. What is the mass of 0.25 liters of the substance in grams? The density of pure solid copper is 8.94 grams per milliliter. What volume does 5 kilograms of copper occupy? What is the mass of a 450 centimeter³ block of silicon if the density of silicon is 2.336
grams/centimeter³? What is the mass of a 15 centimeter cube of iron if the density of iron is 7.87 grams/centimeter³? Which of the following is greater?a. 7.8 grams per milliliter or 4.1 μg/μLb. 3 x 10-2 kilograms/centimeters3 or 3 x 10-1 milligrams/centimeter3 Two liquids, A and B, have densities 0.75 grams per milliliter and 1.14 grams per milliliter,
respectively. When both liquids are poured into a container, one liquid floats on top of the other. Which liquid is on top? How many kilograms of mercury would fill a 5-liter container if the density of mercury is 13.6 grams/centimeter³? How much does 1 gallon of water weigh in pounds?Given: Density of water = 1 gram/centimeter³ How much space
does 1 pound of butter occupy if the density of butter is 0.94 grams/centimeter³? 1. 1.587 grams per milliliter2. 407.5 grams3. 559 milliliter4. 1051.2 grams5. 26561 grams or 26.56 kilograms6. a. 7.8 grams per milliliter b. 3 x 10-2 kilograms/centimeter37. Liquid A. (0.75 grams per milliliter)8. 68 kilograms9. 8.33 pounds (2.2 kilograms = 1 pound, 1
liter = 0.264 gallons)10. 483.6 centimeters³ When you're asked to calculate density, make sure your final answer is given in units of mass (such as grams, ounces, pounds, kilograms) per volume (cubic centimeters, liters, gallons, milliliters). You may be asked to give an answer in different units than you're given. It's a good idea to be familiar with how
to perform unit conversions when working on these problems. The other thing to watch is the number of significant figures in your answer. The number of significant figures will be the same as the number in your least precise value. So, if you have four significant digits for mass but only three significant digits for volume, your density should be
reported using three significant figures. Finally, check to make sure your answer is reasonable. One way to do this is to mentally compare your answer against the density of water (1 gram per cubic centimeter). Light substances would float on water, so their density should be less than that of water. Heavy materials should have density values greater
than that of water. Could You Pass Psychology 101? You got: % Correct. You Aced the Exam ML Harris / The Image Bank / Getty Images You must be a psychology major because you have some serious psychological know-how! Those skills will come in handy in your psychology classes, but you can keep your knowledge fresh by learning more about
social behavior, personality, development and cognition. You might also want to learn more about how to write psychology papers and explore some study tips that can help you succeed in college. THIS TOOL DOES NOT PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE. It is intended for informational purposes only and is not a substitute for professional medical
consultation, diagnosis or treatment. Could You Pass Psychology 101? You got: % Correct. You Passed Shestock/Blend Images/Getty Images Psychology might not be your favorite subject, but you could still squeak by with a passing grade. If you want to boost your chances of doing well in your psychology classes, continue to build on your background
knowledge by learning more about some of the basics. Spend some time learning about the history of psychology as well as some of the major theories of development and personality. THIS TOOL DOES NOT PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE. It is intended for informational purposes only and is not a substitute for professional medical consultation,
diagnosis or treatment. Could You Pass Psychology 101? You got: % Correct. You Need to Study a Bit More Hero Images / Getty Images Psychology is an incredibly broad and diverse subject, so it can be a very difficult topic for beginners to grasp. You might not have the knowledge you need at the moment, but further study can help you learn more
about the subject. Learn more about some of the basics of psychology including the major theories of development, cognitive development and research methods. THIS TOOL DOES NOT PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE. It is intended for informational purposes only and is not a substitute for professional medical consultation, diagnosis or treatment.
Thanks for your feedback! What are your concerns? Games Games Home Crossword Puzzles Word Searches Quizzes Question: Patients with schizophrenia will most likely display ____ in their brains. Answer: After comparing typical brains with those affected by schizophrenia, scientists found that fluid-filled sacs, called ventricles, had expanded.
Whether this is a cause or a symptom of schizophrenia is still undetermined. Question: Who is known as the father of classical conditioning? Answer: Ivan Pavlov introduced the concept of classical conditioning (behavior modification based on creating a relationship between stimuli) with his salivating dog experiment. Pavlov would ring a bell and then
give the dogs meat. After repeating it enough, the dogs would begin to salivate at the sound of the bell, before any meat was presented. Question: Which type of behavior modification relies on consequences? Answer: Operant conditioning relies on consequences to modify behavior. It includes positive/negative reinforcement and punishment. It was
introduced by B.F. Skinner. Question: Who was the first woman to earn a Ph.D. in psychology? Answer: Washburn earned a Ph.D. in psychology in 1894. Question: Which animals were primarily used in B.F. Skinner’s “Skinner Boxes” of operant conditioning? Answer: Skinner used these boxes to condition rats and sometimes pigeons. In the boxes, the
animal would have to push some sort of lever or switch so as to receive an award or avoid a punishment. Question: According to Freud, which inner force contains the libido? Answer: The id is responsible for driving animalistic desires, specifically those related to sex and aggression. It contains the libido, which is the primary source of instinctual
desires. Question: Which of these is not one of Freud’s stages of psychosexual development? Answer: Freud’s stages of psychosexual development are Oral, Anal, Phallic, Latent, and Genital. Question: Which of these might be prescribed to a patient who has been diagnosed with major depressive disorder? Answer: SSRI stands for selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitor. These medications prevent the reuptake of serotonin, which forces the hormone to remain in the synapse longer and have a positive effect on the patient’s mood. Question: What is the name of the book that holds the diagnosis criteria and overview of all documented psychological disorders? Answer: This book is referred to as the
DSM. As of 2017 it is in its fifth edition and has more than 900 pages of detailed diagnosis criteria for psychiatrists and psychologists across the globe. Question: In Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which needs are considered the most primary? Answer: These include breathing, food, water, sex, sleep, and homeostasis. Maslow argued that these needs
must be fulfilled before other needs. 77 Questions | Total Attempts: 1309 A child learns to be afraid of spiders by observing his parents' highly emotional and negative response to them. This demonstrates: Higher order conditioning. Vicarious classical conditioning. What is considered stage 1 in sleep cycles? Theta waves - sudden increase wave freq sleep spindles Theta waves - slower freq/greater amplitude 50% less delta waves - slowest freq/highest amplitude 50% more delta waves - difficult to wake sleepers A decrease in perceptual response to a repeated stimulus is known as: Peter is 12-years-old and is about to be punished by his parents. According to the guidelines for punishment in the
textbook, the parents should use: Frequent punishment, since this strategy will be the most effective. A delayed punishment in order to give Peter more time to think about his transgression. Response cost, since this strategy is usually best for older children. Agricultural workers are paid according to the number of barrels of apples they pick. They
are on which schedule of reinforcement? Alcoholics may have terrible nightmares for a while after they stop drinking because of: The drug enhanced sleep effect Because of the difference in the images that reach each eye, we receive two slightly different views of the world. This phenomenon is known as: Casey finds Dr. Madison's psychology lecture
to be boring and uninteresting. Gradually, his muscles relax and his thoughts begin to drift. This very relaxed but wakeful state is associated with ________ brain waves. Children tend to act as if parents give them the message, aDo as I do, not as I say.a This is because of the powerful effect of: Each time the owner of an aquarium turns on the
aquarium light, the fish gather in the corner in which he routinely places food. Because he always turns the light on before feeding the fish, their actions demonstrate: A resistance to extinction. What is considered stage 3 in sleep cycles? 50% less delta waves - slowest freq/highest amplitude 50% more delta waves - difficult to wake sleepers Theta
waves - sudden increase wave freq - sleep spindles Theta waves - slower freq/greater amplitude A receiver runs down field, turns, and focuses on the tiny amissilea spiraling down to him. This receiver's ability to see the football emphasizes his excellent visual acuity due to the large concentration of ________ in the fovea of his eyes. Even though it will
be four years before you graduate, you study and work hard because you know that having the degree will help you obtain a good job. Looking toward this degree helps maintain your hard work through a series of courses even though the reinforcement is delayed for several years. This illustrates: Forty-two-year-old Debbie can clearly read the
highway signs as she drives, but for the first time in her life, she is having trouble reading the words and numbers in the phone book. Debbie most likely has which vision problem? In a classic experiment, Little Albert, a very young boy, was conditioned to be afraid of a white rat. He also became fearful of white furry rabbits and bearded men. This is
an example of: Interest in hypnosis stems from the work of ________, who believed he could cure diseases with magnets. It has been found that what you eat can affect how easily you go to sleep. For example, eating starchy foods increases the amount of ________ reaching the brain. College students have learned that if they flush a toilet while someone
is taking a shower, it will cause the water in the shower to become scalding hot. Naturally, the shower victim screams as his reflexes cause him to leap backward in pain. After this had occurred on several occasions, college students began to twitch involuntarily whenever they heard a toilet flush. In this example, the sound of the flushing toilet would
be the: Unconditioned response (UR). Conditioned stimulus (CS). Conditioned response (CR). Unconditioned stimulus (US). Justin became fearful of doctors and nurses because doctors and nurses were paired with painful shots. Justin's doctor has his office in a round brick building. Now any round brick building will elicit fear and crying from Justin.
Becoming fearful of round buildings because they were associated with his doctor is an example of: Higher order conditioning. Let's say you have a friend, Hannah, who is having trouble memorizing information for an anatomy class. The simplest and most helpful thing you could do would be to explain the use of ________ to her. Melzack and Wall's
theory believe that ________ explains the painkilling effects of acupuncture. If you stand in the middle of a cobblestone street, the street will look coarse near your feet and finer if you look into the distance. This is called... Which one is NOT a level of awareness? What is the trichromatic theory? A theory stating that rewards must exceed costs for
relationships to endure A theory of color vision based on three cone types: black, white, blue A theory stating that rewards must be smaller than costs for relationships to endure A theory of color vision based on three cone types: red, green, and blue Memories of historical facts are to ________ memory as memories of your breakfast this morning are to
________ memory.
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